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On page 836 of our paper, the first three sentences of the second paragraph stated:
‘‘The consequence of a genetic knockout of BRP or ELKS/CAST/ERC has not been investigated so far. Unfortunately,
neither brp mutants nor transposon lines mapping in the immediate neighbohood of the brp exons are available for
Drosophila.’’
Shortly after acceptance of our paper at Neuron, we submitted a related paper (published online by Scienceexpress on
April 13, 2006), that included characterization of a brp mutant Drosophila line. In retrospect, we realize that the above
statements in the Neuron text are misleading.
During the course of the review process at Neuron, coauthors on the Neuron paper (S.J.S. and R.K.) obtained and
characterized a fly line that represented a mutation in the brp gene. These results were reported in the Science paper.
We regret the fact that the quoted sentences escaped our attention during manuscript revisions at Neuron and that we
did not modify them to reflect the fact that this allele of brp had been obtained.
The sentences in question should have been modified to read:
‘‘The consequence of a genetic knockout of ELKS/CAST/ERC in mice has not been investigated so far. A fly mutation in
the brp gene has only recently been obtained (R.K. and S.J.S., unpublished data), and characterization of this allele will
be reported in another paper.’’
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